Theme:
Letter:
Shape:
Color:

Music & Movement

Language

Welcome Back
No Letter
None
None
Week of 9/2

All About Family
Letter Nn
None
Red
Week of 9/9

We will sing the "welcome"

We will dance to the Wiggles,

song, play our instruments,

walk the balance beam, play

pretend to fly like airplanes

"Ring Around Rosie" and sing

and sing the name game

our alphabet

We will learn the "good

We will learn to say "family" in

morning" song, learn to sign

Spanish, name all of the

"thank you", read "The Very

members in our families, say

Hungry Caterpillar" and learn a words that begin with the N
special song about our

sound, learn to sign "mom" and

grandparents

"dad" and say it in Spanish

We will match our shapes using We will name parts of our

Cognitive Development

a shape puzzle, chart boys and

bodies, play a letter matching

girls in our classroom, build

game, go on a letter hunt in our

towers with our legos and

classroom, go on a color hunt in

blocks and work with our

our classroom and work with

pegboards

our shape puzzles

We will do tunnel play, play

Fun Fitness/ Motor Skills

Simon Says, do morning

Self Help/Life Skills

My Baby Bumblebee",
We will talk about families,

go on a bear hunt, wiggle like
worms and flutter like
butterflies
We will say the names of our

read "Does A Kangaroo Have A classroom friends, name P
Mother?", read a poem about

words, read "Llama Llama Mad

families and review our sign

At Mama", learn to say "friend"

language

in Spanish

We will identify the members

We will play shape hopscotch,

of our families, review animal

color blue circles, glue blue

sounds, use shape flash cards

tissue papers on circles and

to find circles and match large review our colors and shapes
and small circles

We will do stretching, walk the We will do jumping jacks, hop

for the month

We will pretend to "pop" like
popcorn, do morning stretches,

kick ball and "tree"
tree yoga pose

and hot potato

We will make a "welcome"

We will color pictures of our

We will make family trees,

wreath, make paper pizzas,

families, dot paint the letter N, color the letter W, paint

P, finger paint with the color

make butterflies and make a

finger paint with the color red

circles, make watermelons and

blue, paint a picture of a friend

card for our grandparents

and draw our families

finger paint

and make a shape collage

We will practice using our

We will practice blowing our

We will feed ourselves, help

jumping jack and have a
marching band
We will glue popcorn the letter

We will practice sharing and
taking turns, we will give our

manners, taking turns, practice noses, practice putting our

our friends clean up, throw

cleaning up and put our cups

shoes on and putting our

away our trash and say please

away when we are done

blankets away

when we want something

We will smell apples and

We will taste oranges and

We will smell and taste

lemons, have shaving cream

limes, play with and taste

bananas, we will play with

play, taste cold ice cream and

watermelon, and make sensory

pudding, make blue jello and

play with jello

shakers

feel cotton with our toes

play with our sand table, feel
cold and warm water, explore
paint with our hands and taste
fresh apples

Character Building Blocks

The Bus" and "Bringing Home

We will listen to nature sounds,

like bunnies, play freeze dance

We will make our own playdoh,

Sensory Stimulation

We will sing "The Wheels On

All About Friendship
Letter Pp
None
Blue
Week of 9/23

balance beam, parachute play,

stretches, play popcorn
parachute and "cat pose" yoga

Creative Sides

My Favorite Things
Letter Ww
Circle
None
Week of 9/16

This week we will be working on
being fair and taking turns

friends "kind touches" with
hugs and talk about being
gentle

This week we will be working on We will be working on being

We will be working on

teamwork through various

honest and telling the truth

generosity and giving to our

group projects

this week

friends

